
 

Working As And Alongside Volunteers 

Session Aim: Participants develop a greater understanding of the skills and qualities required of a 
youth and children’s work volunteer and volunteer leader 

Theological Underpinning – Part 1 

Jesus is a great model for leadership. He gathered a group of volunteers (his disciples) to share in his 

ministry. Here are a few scriptures which give a bit more context. 

Luke 6:12-16 Jesus builds his ministry on a foundation of prayer 
Matthew 4:18-22 Jesus communicates a clear vision which gives direction 
Luke 7:36-50 Jesus models the behaviour he expects to see from others 
Matthew 23:23-27 Jesus gives feedback 
Matthew 10:1-20 Jesus gives clear instructions/expectations 
Luke 12:25-33 Jesus delegates and gives responsibility to others 
Luke 10:38-42 Jesus gives encouragement 

Some top tips we can gain from this: 

- Build your ministry and leadership on the foundation of prayer 

- Model the behaviour you want to see from your volunteers 

- Give Clarity 

- Give Direction 

- Give Responsibility 

- Give Encouragement 

- Give Feedback 

The final 5 points can be further explored by watching this video:  

Premier on Demand, #1 How to lead a Volunteer Team // Leadership 101, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&i

ndex=2&t=489s 

The Definition of “volunteer” 

Salford CVS define volunteering as… 

…"any activity that involves spending time, unpaid, doing something that aims to benefit the 
environment, individuals or groups other than, or in addition to, close relatives. It should be 
seen as distinct from mandated / required or contractual activity - which could include 
internships, work placements, student placements and people on other employment-related 
schemes." (GM Vision for Volunteering, 2013)  

“This definition is underpinned by a number of key principles:  
Choice – volunteering must be a choice freely made by each individual  
Diversity – volunteering should be open to all  
Mutual Benefit – both the volunteer and the organisation that the volunteer works with should 
benefit from the relationship  
Recognition – the contribution of the volunteer should be recognised” 
 

Salford CVS, Volunteering Vision for Greater Manchester, 

https://www.salfordcvs.co.uk/what-volunteering-and-what-its-not 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&index=2&t=489s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&index=2&t=489s
https://www.salfordcvs.co.uk/what-volunteering-and-what-its-not


 

Key Skills for Volunteer Leaders 

#1 Recruitment & Retention 

Each denomination/organisation has slightly different guidelines on safer recruitment of volunteers. As 
a leader, you should make sure to be fully abreast with those, as you often play a key role in recruiting 
new volunteers to your team. 

In general these practices will follow a structure similar to this: 

Groundwork/Preparation 

1. Decide who is responsible for appointments. 
2. Make sure policies are in place (policy statement on the recruitment 
of ex-offenders, safeguarding policies).  
3. Have a clear role description. 

Active Recruitment 

5. Application form & references.  
6. Confidential Declaration.  
7. Interview / discussion.  
8. DBS check (if required) 
9. Approval.  

Induction & Retention 10. Induction, Training & Review 
 
Often we view procedures as barriers to volunteering (both for leaders and the volunteers 
themselves). They allow us to stay within safeguarding regulations and keep our young people safe. 
However, what we often overlook is the fact that, if administered well they build the foundation for 
healthy recruitment and retention which is both sustainable and beneficial to your volunteers and the 
ministry as a whole.  

How do I even get individuals to the point of being interested? A big ask to the general congregation is 
often not successful. Hint: the groundwork is essential! 

PR
AY 

What roles and responsibilities need to be covered by volunteers to support the ministry? 
Identify your pool of “candidates” and get to know them 
Make a direct ask  
Observation (only under supervision) 
Explain recruitment process and expectations 

Active Recruitment 

Induction, Training & Review 
 
A note on recruitment: 
It’s not rocket science … some of the most effective recruitment happens when we build relationships 
with future leaders and consistently tell a positive and engaging story about our ministry which draws 
people in. What is the vision and purpose of your ministry and to you communicate it regularly, 
consistently and clearly? Also, remember: skills can grow, qualities and attitudes are harder to 
develop. 

A note on retention: 
Once we have recruited our volunteer force, we need to maintain it. This is ongoing work.  

- value your volunteers (gratitude, praise, gifts, recognition) 
- build time and opportunities for mentoring, reviews and training into the life cycle of 
volunteering 
- give ongoing feedback to your volunteers to allow them to develop 



 

  



 

#2 Role Descriptions 

What are the qualities of a good volunteer? 

A clear role description is key! It not only helps us in the recruitment process in helping us identify the 
right person for the role, as we’ll see later, it is also a key tool for ensuring accountability. 

Some of the key elements of a role description: 

● Title 
● Area of responsibility and limits of authority 
● Tasks and responsibilities 
● Competencies 
● Other requirements/prerequisites 

You may also wish to include: 

● Expectation of availability 
● Compensation/Reimbursement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

#3 Getting the most out of your team 

  
 

Fringe 
 
 

 

Core 

 
A volunteer’s motives and understanding of their place in the ministry will impact their willingness to 
serve and make it a priority. Therefore, your role as a leader is to help them see their place in the 
wider vision, so that volunteering is a priority. Similarly, some volunteers will always be fringy. Both 
your core, and your fringe, are important (and everything in between) but you need to get the balance 
right.  

Drawing people deeper into the core: 

- Review, feedback and praise 
- Communicate your vision regularly and consistently 
- Delegate and give responsibility 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

#4 Mutual Accountability 

Definition: 

Mutual accountability is a process by which two (or multiple) partners agree to be held responsible for 
the commitments that they have voluntarily made to each other. 

I think from this it is important to note that this is a voluntary process! Your church will also have 
compulsory accountability structures in place with set procedures etc. We’re not talking about 
replacing these important processes and procedures. What we’re talking about here is going one step 
beyond this and creating a culture in which the additional benefits of mutual accountability can 
flourish. So what are these? 

Benefits: 

● It allows rapid identification of any issues and allows them to be corrected quickly 
● It means people at all levels of a structure feel valued and heard and feel a sense of 

ownership over the group. 
● It builds a mutual understanding of others strengths and areas where they might need support 

or training. 
● It helps us develop a culture of openness and honesty within the team. 

Challenges: 

● Everyone in the group has to choose to engage if it is to be fully effective. 
● It requires that members of the group understand each other’s roles and the polices/rules the 

group operates under in order that they might hold each other accountable to them. 
● It requires that people feel safe and confident enough to be able to bring up any suggestions 

or concerns with others in the group. 
● It takes a certain level of emotional intelligence and maturity to engage fully with mutual 

accountability. 

Final thoughts 

Mutual accountability is very much about the culture.  

For many groups, especially new groups or those with volunteers who come and go, you may need to 
work at fostering the culture you want to see lived out in the group. 

There is a clear link to participation with children and young people if you are brave enough to extend 
mutual accountability to the children and young people you work with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

#5 Delegation 

Giving volunteers responsibility allows them to become shared owners of the ministry. It benefits the 
volunteers (mutual benefit, building skills & confidence) and the young people (a united front of 
leaders, all carrying the load, deeper relationships with more adults). By delegating effectively, you 
are also ensuring the sustainability of the ministry. If everything relies on you to run the show, what 
will happen when you are off sick or are moving on to a different job? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenarios 

Scenario 1: Your role description makes it clear that team members are expected to arrive for the 
start of the session. As required one of your team members always arrives bang on the start of the 
session. Unfortunately this leaves you to do all the setting up on your own and you could really do 
with a hand. What do you do?  

Scenario 2: One of your most valued and consistent volunteers breaks down in tears during a 
session. How do you respond? 

Scenario 3: You are run ragged at your group with very few volunteers. You want to recruit more. 
What do you do? 

Scenario 4: A volunteer is not pro-actively engaging with the young people. What do you do? 

Scenario 5: The lockdown has been relaxed allowing youth and children’s groups to be restarted. 
You are the only employee leading the volunteer team of the local, weekly group. However, having a 
new, consistent cough, you find yourself having to self-isolate for 14 days. Cancelling is not an option. 
What do you have in place for such an eventuality? 

 

 

Theological Underpinning – Part 2 

Jesus taught us to: “‘Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 
mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbour as 
yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments.” Matthew 22:37-40  

Our personal discipleship will draw us more deeply into living out these commands. What might this 
look like as a volunteer/leader of volunteers? 

 



 

 

 

Further reading: 

Read  

Safer Recruitment Guidance Diocese of Chelmsford: 
https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/safeguarding/safeguarding-policy-and-practice-guidance#recr

uitmen 

The current Salvation Army volunteer recruitment guidance and paperwork is available on The 
Salvation Army internal network. Please speak to your corps officer or youth and children’s team 
leader, or get in touch with your DYS for more information.  

NCVO (2019), Time well spent, a national survey on the volunteer experience, 
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/images/documents/policy_and_research/volunteering/Volunteer-experience_
Full-Report.pdf 

Watch  

Premier on Demand, #1 How to lead a Volunteer Team // Leadership 101, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&i

ndex=2&t=489s 

Listen 

Limitless Leadership Podcast, How to lead a Volunteer Team, 

https://serious4god.libsyn.com/episode-45-how-to-lead-a-volunteer-team 

https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/safeguarding/safeguarding-policy-and-practice-guidance#recruitmen
https://www.chelmsford.anglican.org/safeguarding/safeguarding-policy-and-practice-guidance#recruitmen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&index=2&t=489s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFXZA1G2GQI&list=PLS5E_VeVNzAvmm9TFftXPokT9YBlPloJi&index=2&t=489s
https://serious4god.libsyn.com/episode-45-how-to-lead-a-volunteer-team

